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Dr. and Mrs. Lloyd H. Elliot
t
will be the guests of honor at an
open house "Bon Voyage" party
in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union at the 65th Annual Home
coming Celebration.
Dr. Elliott has officially terminated his position as President. He has
taken over the Presidency at
George Washington University in
Washington, D. C.
The informal farewell to which
community friends of the Elliotts,
faculty, students and alumni are invited, will begin at 9 p. m. Oct.
15.
It is hoped that everyone will
take the opportunity to speak to
the former President and his
wife, although no formal recep
tion line is planned.

New flames struck
by'Match'business
By K. W. WASYLYSHYN
They've been doing it all over the
country — "Operation Match,"
a
computer matching and dating project — the only one of its kind. And
now they will attempt it at Maine.
Computers are now the ultimate
answer to the time-trodden question. "Where is my special some
one?"
Briefly, "Operation Match" is
based on the assumption that college students know what kind of
people they like to date. But college students, whose time is precious, lose too much time on incompatible blind dates often without narrowing the field.
The immation introduced by
Compatibility Research, Inc.,
the
corporation running "Operation
Match" is a high speed IBM 7090
computer capable of sifting
through millions of potentia
l
pairs, and selecting the best ones
.
It is all done on the basis of
a
questionnaire. The charge is
$3
and every student participating is
guaranteed at least five names.
One girl once got II names!!

,ES

ENDV SLEEPER

HOMECOMING
QUEEN CANDIDATES
The left-hand column contains the photos of this year's
llomecoming queen candidate,
.
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For those alumni and faculty
who wish to say goodby to
the
Elliotts more formally, there
will
be an Alumni Luncheon at West
Commons the following afternoon.
Black Bear Awards will be made
at
the luncheon. Tickets are avail
able
before Oct. 13 by contacting the
Alumni Office.
The undergraduate students will
honor Dr. Elliott by presenting
a
gift to the Lloyd H. Elliott Schol
arship Fund.
A photography exhibit, "Elliott
the Man," will be on display in
the
lobby of the Memorial Unio
n.
Another exhibit, "Dr. Elliott
in
Counsel," will be shown in
the
Fogler Library. Both exhibits
will
run during the week of Oct. 11-16
.

The six young ladies will entertain returning alumni and
students with rally skits by
their respective dormitory sponsors Oct. 15 in the Memorial
Gymnasium.
Following the candidate's
presentat. ,tudents may vote
for their choice in the Field
!louse.

Dlt. till MRS. ELLIOTT MOV
E—The large Allied Van Lines
truck
tead,• it more official than any
Trustee's notice ever seemed. Here
the Mutts pose for a parting shot
for the Maine Canopus.

The project was conceived by
a
group of mixer-weary Harv
ard
juniors; it was originally inten
ded
for the Boston area, but quickly
spread all over New England and
then further.
With the nationwide expansion
renovations were made so that
"You were made your ideal
date's
The Maine Campus is expanding
ideal date."
Student representatives in over its publication schedule and will
publish nine additional issues dur500 different colleges will be
passing out booklets and giving sales ing the summer session.
The new summer session Campus
talks to a total of 1,200,000
students in 25 U. S. cities. Operations will replace the Maine "Notes", a
newsletter circulated by the
have also begun in Canada.
administration to inform the summer
Maine is included in the Bosto
n students of camp
us activities.
area: Harvard, Yale, Dartmout
h,
Printing costs for the summer
Bowdoin. U-Conn, etc.
The main brain behind it all is editions of the Campus will be underwritten by the University. Howthe corporation's president,
Jeffrey C. Tarr, 21, from Auburn. ever, all the actual work involved
in writing and editing the news will
Tarr, a scoial relations major
at be handled by a stude
nt staff.
Harvard has an extra interest
in
The motivation for the adoption
the project because it will be
the of the summer Camp
us came from
subject of his undergraduat
e a desire of the admin
istration to
thesis.
Computer processing will begin relay needed official information to
the students. Also they noted the
in mid-Oct. and students should
re- fact that there is no
opportunity for
(Continued on Page Two)
summer students to voice their

Campus presses set
to roll year round
opinions without a newspaper.
Mark Shibles, dean of the College
of Education and director of the
summer session approved
the
plans. Frank Meyers of the summer faculty said, "We've been
working for this for some time
now."
The suggestion of adopting
a
summer Campus is an old one,
but
it was rejuvenated last spring when
past Campus Business Manager
Jim Brown did considerable
research on the financial feasibility of
such a move.
The editor and business manager
for the summer venture have
not
yet been selected. The advisor
of
the publication will be Profe
ssor
Brooks W. Hamilton, head of
the
journalism department.

Newsmen, Professor, Judge
to speak at press gathering

Three prominent newspapermen,
a law professor and a Massachusetts jurist will discuss the free
press-fair trial conflict at the University of Maine Newspaper Day
in Portland next Friday.
Washington correspondent for
the Bidder Newspapers. Frederic
W. Collins, will moderate a panel
composed of Harvard Law Professor Albert M. Sacks; Herbert
Brucker, editor of the Hartford
Courant: Massachusetts Judge
Frank J. Murray; and Ernes
t
Chard. Portland editor.
Collins is a special correspondent

for the London Sunday Times and
relations with long experience
alternate moderator on a weekl
in
y
worldwide Voice of America broad- practical application of law in this
area.
cast.
Bruckner, a former member of
Sacks, a member of the Harvard
Law School faculty since 1952, was the Columbia School of Journalism
faculty, is the author of sever
formerly a law clerk to Supreme
al
Court Justice Felix Frankfurter and works, including Freedom of Informa
tion.
Duri
ng
World War II
a practicing lawyer in Washington,
he worked with the Office of War
D.C. He teaches constitutional law,
Information.
legal process and civil rights law.
Chard is managing editor of the
Sacks is co-author with Prof. Henry
M. Hart, Jr., of The Legal Process. Portland Press Herald. Evening Express and Sunday Telegram. He
Judge Murray. a member of the
is
currently president of the New EngMass. Superior Court Bench, is
a land Associated Press News
Execufrequent speaker on press and bar
tives Association.
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FOUR FRESHMEN TO ENTERTAIN
AT FALL
SPECTACULAR—The popular and
comical group
will chirp to the crowds on Sat,
night at Home.

coming at the Memorial Gym. Tickets are now
on sale.

'Four Freshmen' initiate
U-M to Homecoming fun

Colors
TAN
OLIVE
Waist Sizes
29-38

$7.98

tors•STHIEST
Corduroy TRINUTI
COMPLETE SELECTION OF MEN'S
AND
WOMEN'S LEVIS SLLM-FITS IN COT
TON
AND CORD. MEN'S STA-FREST. TRIMCU
TS
IN BARACUDA GAB AND REVERSE TWI
STS
$4.25-87.98

BEN SKLAR Inc.
MEN'S, BOYS', WOMEN'S APPAREL AND
FOOTWEAR

OLD TOWN
OPEN FRIDAY TILL 9:00 P. M.

•

By PHYLLIS MAYO
NIUAB will sponsor the Four
Freshmen as this year's Homecoming Spectacular. Advanced tickets
for the 8 p.m. Saturday show go
on sale next Monday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
box office in the main lobby of the
Memorial Union.
Bob Flanigan, the lead Freshman, plays solo trombone and the
bass for the group. The junior
member of the Four Freshmen, Bill
Comstock, sings the second part,
plays guitar, and has written more
than a half dozen tunes which the
group has recorded.
Ross Barbour, third voice from
the top, plays trumpet, drums, and
has been co-writer on several tunes,
including the Freshmen theme,
"And So It's Over."
Ken Albers, who joined the
Freshmen in 1956, does a little bit
of everything. He is the bass voice
of the group, plays trumpet, mellophone, and bass, arranges, and
writes songs for the group.
Stan Kenton, a pioneer and innovator in the field of modern
musiz for over two decades, caught

one of their acts in Dayton, Ohio. nebec:
junior Nancy Bates, HanHe was so impressed that he cock; junior
Wendy Sleeper, Ballenphoned Capitol Records in Holly- tine and
Penobscot; sophomore
wood the next day and convinced Michele Mont
as, Androscoggin;
them to contract the Freshmen.
sophomore Priscilla Beaulier, Hart;
In 1952 their version of "It's a and Jane
Folso
Blue World" swept the country, Campus Wome m from Colvin, Offn, and Co-operative
launching their recording career. Dorm #2.
They have since poured out a
steady parade of best-selling Capitol
albums; sales have nearly reached
the two-million mark.
The Freshmen have often been
honored by Downbeat, Playboy
and Billboard as the nation's
(Continued from Page One)
"Best Vocal Group."
They have also appeared in such ceive replie
s sometime in Novemnight spots as Hollywood's Cres- ber.
cendo; Birdland in New York; BosHere are some of the comments
ton's Story-ville and Fack's in San from actual
participants in "OperaFrancisco. In addition, the Fresh- tion Match:"
"I want a good-lookmen have given concerts at the ing honey
who is well-proportioned
Playboy and Newport Jazz Festivals and has a
reasonable personality."
and given performances at the —Amherst
College man; "Is this
Hollywood Bowl and New York's the beginning
of 1984 or a return
Carnegie Hall.
to pre-arranged marriages?"—VasBesides the Four Freshmen, sar College girl;
"Just hurry."—
Homecoming includes the queen Wheaton Colleg
e girl; "This is a
skits at the Friday night rally. good idea,
it will save the horror
Queen candidates are: sophomore of attending
'stock
Laura Strong from York and Ken- ers)."—Pine Manor shows' (mixJunior College
girl; "I believe!"—Harvard man.
Questionnaires will be circulated
on campus sometime next week.

DON'
fight it.

Get Eaton's Corrdsable Bond Typewriter Pape
r.
Mistakes don't show. A mis-key complete
ly disappears
from the special surface. An ordinary
pencil eraser lets
you erase without a trace. So why
use ordinary paper?
Eaton's Corrasable is available in light
, medium, heavy
weights and Onion Skin. In 100-sheet
packets and 500sheet ream boxes. At Stationery Depa
rtments.
T
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Senate projects rolling;
theft poses large problem
Befo

re the General Student
Senate convened on Tues. it
was alread

ts are now

other members of the administ
ra- campaigned last spri
ng to retrieve
tion.
y eyeball-deep in proj
missing books from inco
ects.
nsiderate
Sena
te President Jack Richardson
Two new undertakings
students. Burger achieved
involve has taken action and
great sucappointed Bill cess and thus far,
problems of pilferage in
losses in the lithe
Burger chairman of a comrdtte
Bookstore and cheating on
e to
brary seem to be down to
examina- Lok into the
a miniBookstore problem. mum. He has
tions. At a meeting with
already met with Mr.
the Com- Stan Wentzell, vice
-president of the
mittee on Discipline, memb
Piper, new head of the Book
ers of the Senate will head
store.
a committee inSenate executive comm
Also in full action is the
ittee dis- vestigating the matt
Senate's
er
of
cheating.
cussed these two immediat
HEMY Committee (Hig
e prob.
her EducaBurger is also chairman of
Irms with the academic
tion for Maine Youth).
the
deans and
This comSenate's Library Committee
which
mittee, formed after Pres
ident Elliott
spoke to the Senate, enco
urages high
school youths to go on
to higher
education.
Hiram Emery, this year'
MILKCANS AND PANDAS—Go
s HEMY
ss.
chairman has contacted
change gifts as they begin a trad John H. Reed and Philip Doff exevery (205)
ition which will hopefully
add to the
friendly rivalry between IL VII
high school in the
and I -71l. The milkcan will
state and has
Tuesday—
be awarded
to the winner of the annual
thus far received 35
battle.
Fres
affirmative rehmen
,
Box
(Photo by Carlson.)
Office, 10-2 p.m.
Panhellenic Meetings
plies to have students
for Fresh- Tue
from the Unisday—
men and Transfers in
versity speak at their
Dormitories.
schools.
Poetry Hour, 4 p.m., Memo
University Debate Meet
rial
ing, 305S, Unio
n.
3:10 p.m.
Friday—
AWS Executive Board
coffee, conversation, and
MOC Katandin Trip
Sorority Rushing After-Di
nner
MUAB Movie: Fate
paperbacks
Date
s.
is the
Hunter, 7 and 9:30
Wednesday—
p.m.
Friday Afternoon
By MARY JO TACKACH
Saturday—
4:00
whet, he also re eived his
Mercurial Union Hous
master's
THE POPL L kTION EXPL
emot
her'
Richard E. McArdle, U-M for- and doctor's
s
Circle K Car Wash
OSION
degrees. His career in
Tea.
ester in residence, and form-r cli f the Forest
Friday Evening
Den Dance, 8 p.m.
Service began in 1924
8:30 Open
Sorority Rushing Afte
of the U.S. Forest Service, has mada
r-Dinner
MUAB Movie: Up
Saturday Evening
as a junior forester in Port
from
8:30 Open
Dates.
land.
the
himself available to both students Ore., wher
e he advanced to the Beach, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7:00
Concert Series, Anna
Open
and faculty i,: his unusual retireMonday—
pos:tion of silviculturist bef(,re beRussell,
LIVE ACCORDIAN PER
C,ncert
ment plan.
FORMANCE
Comedienne, Memorial
Advance Ticket Sale for
becoming dean of the Univ
the Four Gymnasium
ersity
, 8 p.m.
8:00
For the next two months, for- of Idaho Forestry Scho
ol for the
estry students may drop in for a
year 1931-35.
chat with McArdle. He has invited
He returned to the Forest Serfaculty members to consult him, to vice as director
of the Rocky Mt.
use him as "a map or chart."
Fore t and Range Experiment
StaMcArdle's unsalaried
is tion. Fo t C.I in', Colo. In 1938 he
financed by a Rockefeller Pit' li/
b-c-.me i'ire7tor of the. Appa
lachian
Service Award, whi, h he received
Forest Experiment Station.
From
in 1961.
1911-52 he was assistant chie
f of
The idea of a forester in resi- the Forest Serv
ice.
dence began about four years ago
Mc idle has a long list of
awards
when McArdle made a rising trip in -litcl'ng
one from the President,
ta speak to Maine's Forestry Club. one from
Mexico, and one from
He could never stay long enou
gh Germany.
to talk informally with faculty
or
students and decided to find
time
when he retired.
B. D. EATON, INC.
He chose Maine over a doze
n
Contractor. Builder
other invitations for several reas
ons.
"The quality of the students
and
of the institutional support mad
— RENOV ATI0NS —
155
e me
think that here was the best possi
LEN
ble
chance of success for this expe
telephone 866-2237
Mil
riment." McArdle says, "and
besides
1.1160111 TOF OlOrt,1011
I have a strong aff:T;i,,n
OF
'•
fir
PM MOWN'V' WM
7 Chapel Road
OFF
Maine."
SreSi'O1
A native of Lexington.
Orono, Maine
he
graduated from the U.
of Mich.

the maine
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the comments
its in "Operaa good-lookI-proportioned
personality."
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be circulated
text week.
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Testing program set Viet Nam Comm.
for
for graduate study 'Dreqayuess tsof aid
Protest

Seniors who apply for graduate
study maybe required to take aptitude and achievement tests as part
of their admissions procedures. The
most common of these testing programs are the Graduate Record
Examinations, Law School Admission Test, Admission Test for
Graduate Study in Business, National Teacher Examination, and
the Miller Analogies Test.
The following schedule lists the
testing programs, dates, times, and
places of the Orono campus administrations for 1963-66:
Nov. 13: Graduate Record Examinations 8:30-5:30, 137 Physics;
Law School Admission Test, 8:304:30, 35 Education.
Dec. 11: Veterinary Aptitude
Test, 8:15-11:30, 102 Education.
Jan. 15: Graduate Record Examinations, 8:30-5:00, 33 Education.

Orono, Maine, October 7, 1965

I suppose if a coed makes it to her
senior year sane, stable, and serene
she's entitled to something. At Main
e it's so many lates the first semester
and then (having reached an ultimate
peak of maturity over semester break)
. . . second semester she is permitted
unlimited lates. In contrast, senior
women at the University of Kentucky
are permitted to determine their
.nard N. Harlow, state editor
hour of return to their housing unit.
of the Bangor Daily NEWS
, will
(I.P.) — Emory University began a
take over the position of infor
program this fall in which
mastudents can earn a Ph.D. degree in
tion specialist for U-M on Oct.
chemistry only six years after
18.
entering college as a freshman!
Harlow will be responsible for
a
Point well-taken: "Multiple-choice tests
wide range of editorial and
corrupt education." So mainnews
tains Dr. Banesh Hoffman, professor
of mathematics at Queens College
bureau activities including the
hand- and author of The
Tyranny of Testing. He charges that multi
ling of the sports informatio
ple-choice
n for "favor quick-witt
ed superficiality while penalizing depth
He succeeds Stuart Haskell
, sublety, and
creativity."
who has resigned to accept
another
(I.P.)—A one-day seminar entitled "Sex
post in Evanston, Ill.
Mores and Morality on the
Campus" was recently held at John Hopki
ns University. Major conclusions
A native of Milton, Mass., Harlo
w
were that there is "a greater degree of freed
om of sexual expression among
graduated from U-M in 1948.
He college studnts today."
accepted a position with the
BanU-Conn.'s Daily Campus told of a psychologi
or Daily NEWS as a staff
st who was once called
corby a college football coach in an effort to break
a heavy losing streak. "As
respondent and later was
named
he faced the team of depressed players, the
psychologist instructed them
bureau chief for Knox Count
y. In
to shout the number '97'. This was repeated
until it was agreed that that
1957 he became assistant state
edwas the winning number. He then went on
to explain that 97 per cent
itor and three years later
he was
of the game is between the ears . . . it is not
the size or experience of the
named state editor.
team, or the published odds that decide the
outcome of a game, but the
desire and self-confidence of the players." The
team went on to make a
historic victory.
Now I don't know what the Bears' secret
is . . . maybe they'll.
shouting something special out there, or have
BANGOR
MIP i
made some sort of a deal
with the Goddess of Victory. Whatever it
is . . . God bless them
TODAY THRU rues. Oet. 12
. . . every single one.

New information
specialist named

hnow SIM to MOO
ao Show Ikawyot lartad.* Lop Inlarged
I wade Mask Reg.

Each Keepsake setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance
and beauty of the center diamond .. . a perfect gem of
flawless clarity, fine color and
meticulous modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in the ring
and on the tag is your assurance of fine quality.
Your very personal Keepsake
is now at your Keepsake
Jeweler's store. Find him in
the yellow pages und
er
"Jewelers."

gi

Name
Addroms
City
Stott
71p
--KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, SYRA
CUSE, NEW YORK 132021
L.
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NOTICE

TWO DAYS ONLY
WED. AND THURS.
Oct. 13 & 14

WEEKEND FILMS

.4N EVENING WITH Ti,,:
ROYAL BALLET

Friday, Oct. 8

Margot Fonteyn
Rudolph "lure,.ev
Da v id Blair
MAT. & EVE. PERFORMANCE
Mat. 2 P.M.
$1.50
Eve. 8:15 P.M.
2.00
SPECIAL STUDENT
MATINEE
4:30 P.M. - $1.00
— COMING

—
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LA SCALA OPERA
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Free student tickets for the Anna
Russell Codert can be obtained at
the music offices in Carnegie Hall
any s-hool day from 8 until
4.
Th .re is no harge for admiscin

Doroth NI. 1:iiire
Fes. Parker
Chuck Conners

t, "How To Pion Your Engag
ement 1
cod Wedding" and new 12-page full
color folder, both for only
Also, send special offer of beautiful
25*.
44-page Bride's Book.

a'

JO II

Walt Disney's
OLD YELLER

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMEN
T AND WEDDING I
Please send new 20-page bookle

• C1(
ab

rovin'
reportah

The Viet Nam Day Committee of
Berkeley is making arrangements
for two "International Days of Protest" on Oct. 15-16.
by llouer sssI4sllsyn
In opposition to this view will be
Caine Houiewming Weekend,
a discussion of policy and issues
there are going to be a lot of U-Conn.
to hustlers
up here. Coeds, don't laugh if
be held in Washington, D.C.
one happens to mention his prowess
by in karat
e. David Chapnick, sho-dan
presidents of student bodies
black belt is conducting advanced
and
classes in karate at U-Conn.
college editors from all over
This may eventually lead to the forma
the
tion
of a team capable of inter-collegiate
country. This will be held on
competition. I wouldn't advise tangling
the
with any of these claimants, either
same days and arrangements
.
are
being made for a possible speech
I don't want you felbs to devel
by
op ulcers BUT — according to
President Lyndon B. Johnson.
a
Pentagon official: ". . . as the
draft quota rises, boards probably will
not
be able to give deferments for longe
The committee expects that
r than a year . . . They probably will
demnot let the 19 or 20 year old
onstrations against U.S. invol
sophomore finish college before being called
vement
for
in Viet Nam will resound from
military duty .. . Graduate stude
four
nts are also in danger of being called.
continents and thirty U.S. cities
Deferments for both undergradu
.
ate and graduate students may be given
only
to those whose field of concentrat
College and university stude
ion serves the national interest,
nts
health, or safety . . . humanities
are being organized to demon
majors are particularly vulnerable
strate
."
against the Vietnamese "war
"At present, 53% of those
horcalled for physicals fail to pass. However,
rors". This orgadzing is under
accor
ding to Gen. Lewis Hershey, Chief
the
of Selective Service, 'When you go
direction of the newly-formed
Na- shopping for tomatoes and discover that there is a limit
ed supply, you have
tional Coordinating Committe
to
buy
some with spots if you are to get
e to
as many as you need.'"
End the War in Viet Nam. The
The TKE's at Florida Southern
new
College have collected soap for Viet
committee has centered its activi
ties Nam. Each brother donated up to an hour each
day for a week in an area
in Madison at the University
of canvass in order to out-do the 500-lb. collec
tion made by a local Elks
Wisconsin.
Club.
The major demonstrations
"There's something definitely wrong
are
with a university in which the
planned for New York, Boston,
At- Dean of Men must control the lives of my
turtles, as well as me." So goes
lanta, Detroit, Ann Arbor, Berke
ley, the gripe of Larry Zubkoff, a sophomore at
Boston University. His two pet
Milwaukee, Madison, New Have
n, turtles, Pootsich IX and Pootsich X are at
the heart of a confrontation
Minneapolis, St. Paul, Pitts
burgh, between Zubkoff and the administration.
The latter says the shelled friends
Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelph
ia, have gotta go and Zubkoff keeps them
on his windowsill. "They are prePortland, Sacramento, and Seattl
dictably, quiet, clean, and unobtrusiv
e.
e. They disturb no one except the
administration."

Feb. 5: Admission Test Grad.
Study in Business, 8:45-1:00, 102
Education; 26: Graduate Record
Examinations, 8:30-5:00, 35 Education.
March 19: National Teacher Examinations, 8:15-5:20, 35 Education.
April 23: Graduate Record Examinations, 8:30-5:00, 35 Education.
The Miller Analogies Test is administered throughout the year at
the students' convenience.
Bulletins of Information concern:rig these tests including application forms and sample questions are
available at the Testing and Counseling Servioe, 102 Education
Building. Application forms for
these testing programs (except the
Miller Analogies Test) should be
received by the national testing office at least two weeks before the
administration date desired.
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Before the 1966 Prism, editi
ons
Dave Inman, senior class presi
of the yearbook have tradi
- should not be allowed
tionally dent and author of
to do
the letter, says whatever he
cataloged each school, orga
wants, but know and
niza- that the committee
thinks that the respect the
tion, activity and, primaril
attitude of the stuy, the students should have
junior and senior classes. Last
more of a dents."
year, voice in the publicatio
editors Sue Rice and Bonnie
n of the
"This could be done," he
Glatz Prism.
said,
Marsh, decided to create
"by making the editor and
a new
Acco
business
rdin
g
to Inman, the com- mana
look for the Prism.
ger a part of the Inter-clas
mittee will submit a
s
The new book is not a
proposal Co-ordinating Comm
histor- whereby the Pris
ittee, so the
m will become students, as
ical record but a glimpse
represented by their
of stu- an all-class year
book.
dent and faculty life at the
class officers, could info
Unirm them
Under the proposed orga
versity of Maine.
niza- of what they wanted in
the book."
tion,
the
edito
r
and
busin
ess manaHowever, reactions from
Dave
Tol
man
,
some ger will be selected
advisor to the
students and the junior and
senior Junior class. A fres from the Prism, stated: "I feel that the
class executive committees
hman and 1966 Prism
is an imaginative
showed sophomore will be
a displeasure with the 1966
appointed by and creative
book. It is a thorPrism. their class to a Pris
m
The junior class executive
comm
itte
e
ough
ly artistic
com- and will collect info
mittee felt that too many
rmation, pic- a year on camp representation of
people tures, and experien
us, but because it
ce for their is a depa
were left out of pictures in
rture from an overthe or- yearbooks.
ganizations' section and that
worked format, it is meeting with
too
Inman also said that the
much space was wasted in
junior some critical commen
the ar- class constitution
t."
states that the
rangement of the junior and
In response to Inmann's opin
senior class executive comm
ion
ittee is respon- of the
pictures, according to
responsibility of the Prism
Gretchen sible for advertisin
g for applicants advisor,
Ebbeson, class secretary.
Tolm
an said, "As far as I
to the position of editor and
The committee also did
busi- am concerned, the
not ness manager. The
editors are still
committee is on their own.
like the idea that a soph
omore, supposed to collect
I feel that a student
all applications publication
not a junior, was chosen as
is a student publication, U. of M.
busi
ART COLLECTION GIFT—G
ness manager for a book prim - and turn them over to the Student and that the
anymede, a sculpture in wood
editors can only learn by the late
ar- Publications Committee.
William Muir of Stonington,
ily financed by the Junior
by doing it on their own."
has been presented to the Uniclass.
Last
year this job was done by
versity of Maine Art Collecti
The Inter-Class Co-ordinatin
on
Sue Rice, co-editor of the
g the current editors. Inma
1966 has been part of a Summer by Mrs. Muir. Inspection the gift, i•hich
Committee, consisting of offic
n feels Prism, stated:
Arts Festival Memorial Exhi
"The only people Muir's work
ers that the junior class shou
bit of Mr.
, are Karen Nelson and Gay
ld make who said anything
from the four classes, is plan
ning sure that they take this
Atwood.
to
me
abou
t
the
responsibil- book were stud
to submit a letter to the Stud
ents and professors
ent- ity in the future.
Faculty Committee on
who liked it. We knew
Student
lie added, "I do not feel
when we
NOTICE
Publications, the governing
that
start
ed,
that here at Maine there
board the advisor to the
Are any sophomores interested
Prism is doing would be
of the Prism.
in
a reaction to any
an adequate job, for the
belonging to the 1968 Class
The examination for certi
editor change."
Counfication cil? Arou
nd 30 new members are
as a Maine psychologist
is slated needed
to work on various comfor Dec. 4, at the State
House in mittees
throughout the year. Send
Augusta.
your name, campus address,
The examinations are for pers
and
ons
interests to Judy Libby, Peno
currently practising psyc
bscot
hology in Hall,
or Gary Gibbons, Sig Ep.
the State of Maine or for
those who
plan to conduct a
substantial
amount of practice in Main
e.
Applications and further
information may be secured
from Dr.
Edward N. Brush's offic
By MARY ELLEN TWOMBL
He: Please!
e at 356
Y
suited because of rumor. He
Little Hall. Applications
said the trend now is
The Senate Discipline Commit- tha: "che
must be
She: No!
that everybody's returned by
ating is more an attitude
Nov. 12.
tee and faculty aired views
doing it."
He: lust this once!
Sept. than an actuality." 90% of the
28 on the "perennial problem"
The Senate Committee on
She: No! I said.
of rumors of final exams being "Out",
Disstudents' stealing and cheating
cipli
ne
deci
ded to "take it under
and or in unauthorized hands, before
He: Ah, ma! All the other
—DIA NIONDS—
how it should be handled. Repr
study for possible solutions."
e- the exam, is pure conjecture
kids are going barefoot!
DeG
sentatives from the administrati
ras
se Jewelers
on, brought on by someone seeing a
library, bookstore, and Senate
•
NOTICE
took broken window in an academic
watc
h
and jewelry repairing
turns trying to define cheating
Ile said she reminded him
Company M-I2 of the Nati
, its building.
onal
cause and effect.
Honorary Society of Pers
of Venus della° — beautiful
The pilferage in the library
hing
University of Maine
Senator Karol Wasylyshyn state
and Rifles is announcing the
but not all there.
d bookstore is being slowed
recen
tly
that the definition and grounds
through elected members of its
for investigation
staff. They
CLASS RINGS
and
organization. are as follows: Capt
A
cheating at the University are
ain Arnold E.
too James MacCampbell,
Complete line of fraternity
head librari- Morris, commandi
vague and that a "couple of senanJ
ng officer; First
an, found that most of the
We hare Non-Resident
tences in the handbook is
stolen Lieutenant Joel G. Blanchet
sorority charms
not books were taken from
te, exthe period- ecutive officer;
enough." Professor Barushok
Hunting Licenses
First
Lieu
ical room. These publicatio
tenant
38 Main St.
thought that the "trend" in steal
ns are Stephen G. Rideout, adjut
Oro
no
ing not allowed to be take
ant; First
n out at all. Lieutenant Peter
DWARE
and cheating could be defined as
PARK'S HAR
B. Radsky, operaa
George Piper, manager
tel. 866-4032
& VARIET1
reflection of our society's valu
of
the
tions
offic
er;
Mill Strect
Seco
nd Lieutenant Paul
Oo ono. MAIr‘f
es, University Bookstore arra
nged the M. Noyes, finance and
and that "we should ask the stusupply ofstore to discourage theft
, but he ficer: Second Lieutena
dents and enlist their co-operation
nt Benjamin
" still estimates a $20,000
loss. "If E. Haskell II, drill offic
in regard to where the line should
er; Second
the store loses $30,000
worth of Lieutenant Robert
be drawn on cheating.
G. Bernier,
goods it will have to take
it up in pledge officer; and Seco
Dean Joseph Murray saw the upnd Lieutentrade—and the students pay.
roar over cheating during finals reI can't ant Jeffrey D. Bubar,
public inunderstand stealing for kicks
, but formation officer.

Exam Dec. 4

•

Student theft problems
and cheating discussed

OFFICIAL

NOTICE
The first meeting of Der Deutsche
Verein will be held Oct. 10, at 8:00
p.m. in the Coe Lounge in the
Memorial Union. Susan Smith will
show slides and talk about her
summer in Germany where she
worked in a hospital in Hamburg.
Anyone interested in German is
invited to attend.

MAINE MASQUE THEATRE
season coupon strips

NOW

ON

SALE

310 Stevens Hall

U-M
CLASS RINGS
By HERFF JONES

Your Representative On Ca
mpus
DANNY HILLARD

OPPORTUNITY FROM
GERMANY — We are
seeking student-sales representatis es to sell hand
made,custom tailored ski
& casual wear. Guaranteed sales through remarkable prices and services. Reply immediately
to: ANMAR-OBERBAYERN, ATTN: Hart, Postlagernd Postamt #2,8500
Nuernberg, Germany.

the 60th Masque Season
• OLD JED PROUTY — Oct. 19-23
• TARTUFFE — Dec. 7-11
• MACBETH — March 15-19
• THE FANTASTICKS — May 3-7

lambda Chi

Alpha

Tel. 866-4434

See the Ring Display and
Order 1-oars at the
— MEMORIAL UNION LOB
BY —

Buy coupon strips and save $2
Available only thru October 22!!

WEDNESDAY AND THURSD
AY
1 p.m. to 3 p.m.
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Students don't like to
communicate; faculty

Stand at the bottom of the lecture hall and stare across the
faces going up in stairlike succession, some of them doodling in
their notebooks, some of them
with their eyes shut, sleeping, all
most all bored. A pretty girl in the
corner in a short skirt, and what
is her name anyway? Start sometime when the roll is called to
memorize the names of all the people in one of your classes; try to
do it in eight weeks. Perhaps this
is how it looks to your instructors.

John Hankins, head of the department of English, teaches a section of Shakespeare to 112 students.
"I get to know them through the
papers they write," he said. The
student-faculty picnic his department puts on feels lucky if 50%
attend. The faculty is all there; it's
the students who don't come.
Hankins felt that in many cases
teachers were just as timid as students in outside-the-classroom contact.
One instructor pondered the

University Singers elect prexy
University Singers, a touring "This
is potentially the finest group
group of sixty voices, held its an- of
singers I have ever worked with,
nual election of officers.
although there are still positions
George Holmes was elected president; Jerry Findlen. vice-president; for two or three more low basses."
Last year the Singers made a
Paula Quass. secretary-treasurer.
Herrold Headley. head of the lengthy tour of part of the East
department of music stated at an Coast and appea
red in concert at
informal meeting of the officers:
the World's Fair.

(-10 5A1ctY
RESTAURANT
FINEST CHINESE FOOD
IN EASTERN MAINE
• s •
Take-Out Service
* • •
Ample Free Parking
• • *
STATE STREET, VEAZIE
Tel. 945-6500

ATTENTION FORESTERS !
WE SELL THE
TOUGHEST BOOT
EVER MADE!
; Chippewa
>
> MOUNTAINEER

THE
ORIGINAL
FILSON
VEST

problem and suggested that "the
faculty meet the students at frater
nity beer-bashes." His audie
nce
laughed. He has only been here
three weeks.
Edward M. Holmes and some
other teachers ran an experiment
in
response to a letter to the Camp
us.
They set up a room in the Memo
rial Union where students could
arrange to speak with them. One
student showed up; the one who wrote
the letter.
"I wish (the students) would
come to see us, but it doesn
't
bother me if they don't. We're
over-worked as it is," said Thom
as
Eagan an instructor. "You can
quote me on that."

Famed educators
interviewed on TV

Oron

CAMPUS COMPOSITOR JOHN EDMAN—Th
is is the man who makes
the Maine Campus news fit to print.
He fits all the too long stories
and the too short stories into the right
spaces and makes deadlines
stretch.

Edman leaves;
Campus mourns

By PHYLLIS MAYO
wonder what the heck is taking
When John Edman leaves the them
so long to get the copy over
University of Maine at the end of
here, I forget this."
October, the Maine Campus staff
Edman also does much of the
is going to feel a little unhappy.
They have come to like the ami- University's composition work. "It's
able man who works at the Uni- really a demanding job," he commented. He explained that printing
versity Print Shop.
is becoming more of an art now,
For three years. Edman has not just
a trade. "It used to be that
been the compositor for the the
only thing people wanted was to
Campus, helping staff members to get
the thing in print, but they
set up the pages once the print has are
more aware now; they know
been set. He has also been acting what
they want."
as compositor and technical adIn about a month, Edman will
The program, "Academic Out- visor for the Alumnus magazine.
leave with his wife and two daughlooks," is aired on successive
Edman's training began at the ters, Karin, 17 and Faith
Sun, 12 for
days at 12:30-1 p.m. on WLB
Z Bristol Publishing Company in Mass., where he will be working
Radio.
Bristol, Conn., where he received for a newspaper. Altho
ugh he will
extensive training in all facets of miss some of the
friends he has
the mechanical end of putting out made here, he will
"be glad to be
a newspaper. He has been in the going back to a daily
Patronise your aikerti.tirs
newspaper—
business for 15 years in Conn., the bigger the better
."
Arizona and finally Maine.
He came here so his wife, Irene
NOTICE
The
could further her education. She
The whistle at the University of
PICTURE & GIFT SHOP
graduated from the Bangor Theo- Maine Steam Plant will sound fire
logical Seminary and attended the alarms for the Town of Orono, beSouvenirs—Novelties
ginning Mon. This practice will
University of Maine.
Artist Supplies
continue until the Town's alarm
"I found that working with the
Custom Picture Framing
Campus was a real challenge as system is installed in their new
Party Supplies
opposed to working for a daily," building, now expected to be about
and Decorations
one week.
said Edman. He encountered very
different working conditions, and
13 HAMMOND ST.,
Tau Beta Pi, honorary engineerhe had to realize that he "wasn't
BANGOR
working for trained people but ing society, will start tutoring sesMaine's Most Complete
students who have other interests sions in physics, chemistry and
Card Shop
on campus. Sometimes when I calculus for all interested freshmen. The session will begin on Oct.
started pushing for a deadline and
11 at 7:00 p.m. in Boardman Hall
Ben Grauer top NBC-TV newsman will conduct three interviews
with outstanding educators on NBC
Radio's "Eternal Light" Program.
The interview subjects will be
Alex Rosen. dean of the Gradu
ate
School of Social Work, New York
University, Oct. 10; Dr. Paul
A.
Freund, professor of law, Harva
rd
Law School, Oct. 17; a third
professor is to be announced for
Oct.
24.
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MAKE FREESE'S
features:
Experienced mountain
climbers and guides wear
the "original; Chippewa
Mountaineer, designed for
the roughest mountain country. It takes years of wear
to realize the quality in
these boots.
15309 is an 8' boot made of
choicest oil tanned leather.
Special lug SOIC imp,,rted
from Switzerland. Fitted
to your size and
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USED BOOKS
Paying dealers prices constant
ly...
and more when we can!
THE UNIVERSITY STORES: owne
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Maine, for the University of
Maine! Serving on the campuses
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York Hall hawkers prosper;
'cram kits' planned for finals

The signs first appeared on
third
floor York Hall. One on their
door
and another on the lounge
bulletin
board — The Sand - Witches,
323,
open tonight. The door sign
read:
crabmeat 45f, ham 'n cheese
400,
pastrami 35e, tuna fish 35f,
35e, cheese 300 and bologna ham
20e.
"No one believed that we were
going to do it," explained juni
or
Margery Lipton. "They thou
ght
we were all talk." Yet on
that
first night, she and her
roommate Molly McRae, sold 35
sandwiches and the following
Monday,83.
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Gropper's etchings now
gracing Alumni Hall
Engineering posts
assumed by three
staff newcomers

PLAID CAPES

FOR

'ON

9

7

When asked what they plan
ned
to do with the profits, Moll
y began
grinning impishly, "I'm so
excited.
We've already got enough
mon
for one of us. During Thanksgi ey
ving
vacation, we're going to go
to the
House of Revlon in New York
and
be done over."
Marge and Mol have astronom
ical expansion plans if their
license is
extended. They are going
to make
up cram-kits, composed
of a can
of soda, can-opener, pretz
els, potato chips, a sandwich, and
freshfruit, "delivered to your
door so
you don't have to go out
during
finals."

The industrious coeds got the
idea for starting the sandwich
business from a "Newsweek Coll
ege
Newsletter" Marge had pick
ed up
in the bookstore. They took an
in•
formal poll on what types of sand
wiches would sell, sunk $2.9
3 apiece into the makings, and open
SAND-WITCHES ROAM
ed
YORK HALL—Laden with
their
door
for business.
baskets of goodies, Marge Lipton and
Molly McCrae tour the
corridors of York
peddling their wares. To
"The first night," said Mol," we
date, they ha‘e earned $40.
had to campaign. We went arou
nd
and said, 'Isn't it terrible to
have
to wait an hour for pizzas?' Don'
t
you hate Italian sandwiches?'
Isn't
it dreadful to have to walk
to the
den when it's raining and snow
ing?'
And kids bought our sandwich
es."
Two weeks ago, Marge and Molly got permission to sell thei
r
By DAVID KIMBALL
sandwiches, in York only, fro
Museum of Western Art in
m
Moscow Robert C. Worrick, director
have
The walls of Alumni Hall
of
are lecti added his work to their col- student aid. He issued the
1. Is it true you're planning
hung this month with the
m
ons.
a
I How are you going to guar
etch
temporary license, ending
to get engaged?
ante
of William Gropper, a New ings
Oct.
The exhibit comes to the
security to your family when e
univer- 15, when William C. Well
York sity
s,
native. Gropper is a form
di.
thro
ugh
the
you'
cour
re
tesy of Asso- rector of residenc
married?
er carI'm on the brink
e dining halls,
toonist; traces of this prev
ciated American Artists in
of giving Jane my
ious ocNew will decide if they can sell
sandcupation can easily be distingu
York City.
1 have a rich aunt,
Beethoven sweatshirt.
ished
wiches without a food health
you know.
in the etchings.
certific
ate.
The artist's human figur
es are
boldly drawn—the men
In the meantime, the girls are
swarthy
and muscular, the women
making daily trips to Oron
o for
sloe-eyed
and full-bodied. Depicted
fresh supplies. "Then we go
next
in the
etchings are fishermen,
door to Chandler's with
the
boaters,
woodsmen, and family scen
chan
ge,"
quip
ped
Mol.
"Seriously
es.
though, we always wait around
Gropper attended the Nati
for
onal
Academy of Design, The New
some guy to help us lug the
stuff
York
School of Fine and Appl
back
."
Some
times they get a ride
ied Arts,
Three faculty positions were
and later worked under
re- into town, but at other times "you
the guid- cent
ly filled at the university: Pro- should see Mol," laughed
ance of George Bellows and
Marge,
Robert fessor
Lloyd Slocum will rejoin the "tooling along on her
Henri.
bicycle,
elect
rical
engineering department, double carriers full, and thre
The artist first exhibited in
e
1936 and Benjamin Dobl
and has been widely seen
e and David loaves of bread in her arms."
since that Young have assu
med graduate astime. The Metropolitan
Museum, sistantships.
The Museum of Modern Art,
The
INTER-VARSITY CHRISTIAN
S. What about money for your
Professor Slocum served for
Library of Congress,
4. Who'd pay off your mortgage
the
and The past
children's education?
FELLOWSHIP
two years as a staff engineer
If you should die?
at M. I. T. He also has held
posiOn Tuesday, October 12, Inte
My Uncle Henry is
tions with the Philco Corp
rYou never can tell.
oration, Varsity Christian Fell
very fond of me.
owship will
Minneapolis Honeywell, and
Eve!)
,time I help
Leeds hold a Bible Study from
He
owns
a
steel
milt.
7-8 p. m.
and Northrup.
an old man across the
in
the
Totm
an
Room, Memorial
Mr. Doble, a resident of
"A Spectrum oj Listening
street I give him
Milo, Union. The topic will be
Maine, will be associated with
"NaC1,
my name and address
Pleasure"
the and Light," found in
department of agricultural engi
Matthew
in case he doesn't
neer- chapter 5, verses 13-16.
BROADCAST SCHEDULE
Everyone
ing.
have anyone to leave
is invited to attend.
his money to.
Monday Theo Friday
P.M.
6:00 Musical Matinee
7:00 Monday and Thursday
:
This is Jazz
Tuesday and Friday:
The Folk Hour
Wednesday:
LINED HOOD
On Broadway
8.00 WMEB - FM
Exclusive
ZIPPER CLOSURE
Features: Drama, Interviews, Discussions,
News Analysis
FRINGE TRIM
8:30 Musical Interlude
5. I know something that can
9:00 Evening Concert:
8. Living Insurance from
The
help you meet almost all
finest music by the
Equitable can. It can even
your financial needs.
give you a lifetime income
classical masters
Ad be independent, too.
when you retire.
Thursday: Opera
Nothing can do all that.
11:00 Musical Variety
I wonder if Uncle Henry
has it?
NOTE: If you desire a more
detailed listing of our prog
rams
call or write us at 275
For information about Livi
Stevens
ng
Hall or 866-7385. We will
For career opportunities at Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
be
Equitable, see your Plac
happy to send you a
ement Oacer, or
writ
e:
Patrick Scollard, Manpower
weekly
Development Division.
copy of our program bulle
The EQUITABIE Life Assurance
tin
free of charge.
Society of the United Stat
OLD TOWN
Home Once, 1285 Asir. of
es
the Americas, New York.
N.Y.
An Equal Opportunity Employer10019 0Equitabl• 1985

WMEB-FM

'S

Every once in a while there
's a
slip up, as when Marge
made a
tuna fish sandwich with a
slice of
white bread and another
of
None of the sandwiches are rye.
kept
overnight. One evening, a
heartbroken Molly had to throw
six unsold crabmeat sandwiches dow
n the
incinerator.
Sales are from 8:30 - 11:00
They haven't encountered any p.m.
problems with studying since
customers
usually trickle in by two'
s and
three's. At 10:30, the
girls canvass the dorm with their
blue,
woven basket full of sand
wiches.
"That's when they go," said
Marge.

$14.95

CUTLER'S
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to the editor
talk

EDITORIALS
High rise

Proud alumnus

Oct. 14
men from
will be on
of dissemii

lu the Editor:

Next month, Maine voters will be asked to appr
ove a $6
million bond issue for new U-M dormitory cons
truction.
If passed, the new funds will provide housing for
approximately 800 students.
U-M should use this money to build high-rise dorm
itories.
More than twenty New England colleges are using
twenty story buildings and report they are working large ten to
out quite well
on their campuses.
Although there are problems connected with
tories they are not so serious that they should high-rise dormibuilding them. A solid base is needed for a tall deter U-M from
building, Maine
has a campus with good bearing soil and ledge whic
h is capable
BEATING
of supporting a high-rise.
Perhaps in the year 2065, U-M will have
Buildings will have to be large and spread over 50,000 students.
or later we must begin building taller structuresa vast area. Sooner
it takes to get from classes on the opposite . Already the time
over ten minutes. If the campus spreads out ends of campus is
time circle will become so great that it will impe much further, the
de class scheduling.
Two possible sites have been suggested for cons
truction of
new dorms. The openings between York Hall on
the south end of
campus and on either end of Androscoggin Hall
are both possibilities.
The following story is fiction. It
It has been suggested that a twin tower buil
one tower for women and the other for men. ding be built with actually happened, but the names
are changed and any dialogue made
connected by a combined commons, lounge The two would be up.
and recreation area.
so it's fiction.
High-rise dormitories make good sens
The Saturday was good for
future is self-evident. With a rapidly expa e. Their need in the drinking, lateg, warm and
ways to make efficient use of University nding enrollment, new just before finalssprin
. Jim and two of
property are needed.
Today's planning and thinking for U-M's futu
his friends drove to Bar Harb
or
re will be reflected and
in its function a century from now.
drank themselves stiff. On the

Congratulation N on
two, dynamic victories! your

THE DRUM

Double Jeopardy

Year's vacation
By Joel Rawson

first

As an alumnus. I
feel very
proud when I hear
the "Stein
Song" played, but even
prouder
when I read on Sund
ay morning
that our team has won.
I am especially proud when I
realize that
Maine does not go in
for recruiting of outstanding athle
tes, as does
Univ. of Mass. and B.
U.
A victory in the midst
of such
odds requires many fine
attributes
including talent, and
teamwork, the
ability of the coaches to
ent into teamwork, and train talthe
support of the student body active
.
Talent and teamwork
can be
developed by able coaches
if they
have athletes willing to
work and
play the game hard.
However, a victory is
not always won on the field
alone. Active school spirit coming from
the
heart is an essential element
in any
victory or loss.
A team that has support is
willing to fight harder to play
well and
to win, but one which has
little
no support receives no impet or
us to
do anything but play the
game,
win or lose.
In my estimation, the varsity
and
the coaches have done a great
job
already — it's now up to you
students to back them with all
the
support you can give! Perha
ps,
Maine will be able to go on
to a
better season than the 8-0-1 of
1961
(or was it '62).
Raymond L. Roberts '64

on social pro for a semester.
He
was an old timer when it came
to
talking to deans.
He looked at the clock and stood
up.
"I guess it's time to go," he
said and went out to hear
the
dean tell him it was time he
took
a year's vacation.
drive back to school a town cop
Harry got loaded in Bangor and
along the route stopped him for relieved
himself in the middle of
drunken driving on the wrong side a street at
two o'clock in the mornof the road.
ing. The outside law gave him
a
He spent the night in jail. suspended sentence. The
University
They let him out on $100 bail.
decided Harry needed further
punWhen his case came to court Jim ishment and gave him a year's probation.
was fined $125. He borrowed
the
Once a person has paid
money from his friends.
•
his
Dig out your dirt and rhetoric staff
fine the board should be clear
He
sat
in
his
room
dress
went
ed
out to Lovejoy Quad to
in a
.
and march on Lovejoy Quadrangle.
make sure the new privilege is ex- suit and killed time until he had to He shouldn't have to come back
You don't have to be embarrassed. ercis
and get spanked by "Papa
ed. With flailing arms and see the Dean.
UniNobody is going to listen to you
versity."
"You think they'll kick you out?
shrill screams the staff advocated
"
anyway.
The
schoo
l must realize that it is To the Editor:
two sides of an important camp
"Yeah," he said. "It's about that
us
There are few restrictions on its issue
a town and not a great
, whether or not to rush sorori- head door and the fact
floating
Why in this University atmosuse. The Senate and administration
that I've image of sparkling
ties. Very few people did stop
good behavior. phere of
by been on academic pro."
have done well in setting up the
a free society is the
I
have never heard of anyone
to see what the madness was about
Jim
came in feeling pretty good
be- Campus damned by print
.
area.
ing
ing the
brou
ght
to
approximately six.
trial
in
Bang
one night and the door in one
or for a words "cocktail loun
Don't be afraid to get out there
of traffic violation in
ge" in one of
Perhaps others will follow their the toilet stalls stuck
Portland for their advertisem
so he tore it which he had
and yell for the things you believe
ents? These adlead. You don't need a chair,
already been convict- verti
you off the hinges. That caper put him ed and fined
sers are only telling the public
in. There's bound to be somebody
.
don't even have to yell, you
of
need
what they have to offer.
kookier. Two weeks ago a bearded
not have both sides of your issue
type suggested that with the V.D.
Nothing says that people have to
represented.
rate going up. the infirmary should
go to these places or that they are
If you think sailor's caps with
run syphylis tests. See?
a
influenced to go by these ads.
big sigma on them are stupid,
tell
The right to free speech is one
the world. People have been
Many members of our campus
cursof the most important rights we
ing education courses. Ed 82
community are over twenty-one and
and 3
have. A right comes alive only
under their breath for years.
might be interested in knowing
Now
when it is used. We must nurture
is their chance to say it out
about other places besides "Pats"
loud.
It.
obsceneless however. You can
and "The Rock."
even
This week, seven windblown,
say it in the dark when nobo
dy will
frozen members of the Campus
I see no reason for removing this
recognize you.
The General Student Senate
advertising.
has in Maine. We are
been busy getting organized;
now looking for
elec- volunteers to speak
tions are now over, comm
to students in
Bruce Edge
ittees every corner of
the state. HEMY's
have been filled and our first
meeting was held Tuesday.
•
The Senate Executive Comm
ittee met last week with the
Univer• sity's Committee on Discipline. At
this meeting the group
Pets.
discussed
cheating on examinatio
To the Editor:
Published floridity§ dating the
ns and
saimerigsgge rsee—$2.40 pee collage yew by 'regents of the University
thiev
ery
from the library and booket
--41-1111 per esdnieta lack. ltalltortal esoppasp, $3.341 pee year. Local advertising rots
store
We. the members of the campu,
.
and
WAN= °Meet, 4 Ferna
(217) 114475414. Member Ainocinsod
ColNOW, Frets. Represeate ld Hall. Tehoboes
championship University Park softLast spring the Senate spons
tising by Natinsal Aivorthang Sorrie
d for natiooal advers
lac,
College Fabaniter's
ored a
F sgth gs.. New yorb XL N. Y. Seeoo
ball team wish to wholeheartedly,
campaign to stop theievery
d class postage paid at Represteatart•e. Is
Orono. Me. 54413
the nose office.
from the
thank James "Sore Arm" Butler
library. According to U-M
Libra
riEditor
an, Dr. James McCampbe
and Ray Severy for accepting our
ll, the
Ellen F. Toomey camp
Managing Editor
trophy. This magnanimous gesture
aign was successful and
the
Joel Rawson program will
is deeply appreciated. Our only reEditorial Editor
continue this year.
Don Sharland
quest is that you. in the interest ot
Bill Burger has estab
Business Manager
lished a
sportsmanship, allow us to drop in
Frank Tenore committee to work with the
Assistant Business Manager
University Store manager,
at the dorm and look at it from
Ben
Casw
ell
Special Business Assistant
George
time to time if this would not inSally Crandall Piper. The committee will work to
Advertising Manager
bette
convenience you too much.
r
store
-stud
ent
relations.
Dave Pellegrino
Assistant
A
However, if you prefer. regular
Bill Flewelling Marv Senate committee chaired by
Makeup Editor
in Glazier has opened
Love- school underclassmen to plan to visiting hours could be agreed upon.
Linda Can joy Quadrangle
Photographers
for free speech ac- attend college.
for us to view our trophy.
Bob Carlson, John Terr
one tivity. The area may be used
News Editor
by all
The
Senat
To show our appreciation, we
e
memb
is
Judy
ers
Fricke
seriously considerof the University comSports Editor
ing sponsoring a tutor
will do our best to win another
munity.
Shel
don
ial
Whit
prog
e
ram
Feature Editors
for secondary schoo
Nancy Cleaves, Phyllis Mayo
Hiram Emery organized
l students. A trophy for you in the spring proCopy Editors
viding
Education for Maine Yout Higher committee has been formed unde
Mary Ellen Twombly, Liz
r place of course that you again
h. Letters the direction
Miller have
Exchange Editor
second in the tournament.
of
been
Barb
sent
ara
to
Deal
every high school seek
Karol 14'asylyshyn
to
ideas and formulate
purpose is to enco
plans for
urage high the proje
Tom Foley
ct.
University Park
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Busy Senate
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id teamwork, the
•hes to train tal, and the active
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mwork can be
coaches if they
ng to work and
rd.
tory is not alfield alone. Ac:oming from the
I element in any

The First Annual Mobile Jazz
Festival will be held on April 2
and 3 in Mobile, Alabama. If you
are interested in entering, contact
the Mobile Jazz Festival, P. 0. Box
1098, Mobile, Alabama.
Details about opportunities.
scholarships and requirements for
admission to graduate schools of
social work may be obtained from
the National Commission for Social
Work Careers, 345 E. 46th St.,
New York. N. Y. 10017, or from
the Welfare Administration, U. S.
Dept. of Health, Education, and
Welfare, Wash., D. C.
"World Theatre," a series of films
devoted to the drama, literature,
poetry, music and dance of various
countries, will be available gratis
to schools and colleges this fall. A
descriptive folder may be obtained
free from Modern Talking Picture
Service, 1212 Avenue of the Americas. New York. N. Y., 10036, or
from the Modern film library at
Boston, Mass.
The Spiral Metal Company, Inc.,
will award U. S. Savings Bonds
for the best rapers submitted on:
"The Potential Uses for Calcium
Sheet and Foil." First prize will
be
a $200 bond; second, a $100 bond
.
and third, a $75 bond. Entries,
must be submitted by December
17, 1965, should be typed and must
include the student's name, schoo
l
and major. Send all papers to:
Spiral Metal Company, Inc., Broa
dway, South Amboy, N. J. 08879.
Ninety Herbert H. Lehman fellowships will be granted by
New
York for graduate work in socia
l
sciences and public and internatio
nal affairs.

support is willto play well and
iich has little or
S no impetus to
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. the varsity and
lone a great job
up to you stum with all the
give! Perhaps,
to go on to a
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iiversity atmossociety is the
y printing the
age" in one of
i? These adBing the public
o offer.

Oct. 14, twenty - four industry
men from three New England states
will be on campus for a discussion
of disseminating information on the
opportunities in the pulp and paper
industry.

part of the annual U-M
Pulp and
Paper Foundation's open
house.
The U-M Pulp and Pape
r Foundation Publicity comm
ittee will
sponsor the event.
Guest speakers representi
ng the
These 24 companies have spon- University are: Dr. Thomas
H.
sored 53 secondary school guidance Curry, dean of the College of
Techdirectors and science teachers to nology; Calder Professor
Lyle C.
attend a special program which was Jenness, head of the chemical
engineering department
which includes pulp and paper
instruction;
and James A. Harmon,
the University's director of admis
sions.
If this convention is profi
table a
follow-up may be scheduled
yearly
The Saint Paul Art Center an- in April.
nounces the presentation of its 3rd
biennial competition, DRAWINGS,
USA. Thirty-five hundred ($3500)
in purchases and awards will be
given. Entries must be mailed to
the Saint Paul Art Center, 30 E.
Tenth St., S. P., Minn. by January
20, 1966.
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Eves' math museum
includes models, hats

By JANE O'NEILL
"It's just a collection of
things
having to do with mathemat
ics" is
how Professor Eves descr
ibes his
mathematics museum. His
collection numbers thousands of
widel
varied items that he has colle y
cted
over the years.
Tuesday evening students had
the
opportunity to hear Professor
Eves
speak at the Coffee House
on his
hobby. As the size of the
collection was obviously prohibitiv
e, the
professor spoke in detail abou
t the
most interesting items, rathe
r than

S.R.A. presents author,
attorney as speaker

The annual Student Religious
Association's "Dialogue on Camp
us"
will present William Stringfell
ow,
a practicing attorney from Harl
em
in New York City.
His topic is "Social Ethics
and
Social Crisis." This he will prese
nt
in two major addresses,
"The
Ethics of Violence" and "The
Ethics of Apathy." The Dial
ogue
will be held from Oct. 17
until
Oct. 21.
"Time" has dubbed Mr. Strin
gfellow as "one of Christiani
ty's
most persuasive critic-from withi
n."
The speaker has published sever
al
books, including: My People
are
the Enemy, Free in Obedience, Instead of Death, and A Private
and
Public Faith.

Stringfellow, a Bates graduate,
received his LLB from Harv
ard
Law School and then joine
d the
faculty of Tufts University. He
has
addressed such gatherings as
the
National Council of Churches
General Assembly, the Natio
nal
Conference on Religion and Race
,
and the Fifth World Conference
on
Faith and Order.

attempt to demonstrate them
.
The collection includes math
ematical models, such as one of
a
polyhedral and one of a linka
ge
machine. There are also artic
les
that are more easily understood
by
those who are not math major
s.
Professor Eves has portraits
of
prominent mathematicians and
a
collection of stamps commemor
ating these mathematicians.
His talk included anecdotes abou
t
famous mathematicians. There
are
letters the professor has received
or
managed to obtain, many of them
being from crackpots who belie
ve
they have discovered how to
trisect

an angle or something equally unbelievable.
Two more items in the museum
are papyrus scrolls and simulated
ancient clay tablets. Eves made the
papyrus.
One of the most unusual sections
of the museum is the collection of
clothing of famous mathematicians
—a hat that belonged to Hardy and
the scarf of a great mathematician
at MIT.
Also, Professor Eves has scoured
classical books, such as Robin
Hood, and collected all references
to mathematics, whether they are
correct or not.

-Rio—classic split shoulder balm
acaan, man tailored but very
conscious of its feminine gender!
For the girls only; washable —
pearl-twin buttons; silky Dacron
and cotton permanent lining;
concealed straps that let you anch
or the coat casually but securely
on the shoulders. Exclusive fabric of
65% Dacront polyester and
35% combed cotton, treated with
the Du Pont Ze pel8. finish to
make it good to the last drop.
Natural, Olive, Black, Navy,
Brown, and Ice Blue. Sizes 8-18 and
4 to 12 Petite. 835.00

ficam-act.

NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the
International Club October 12th
at
7:30 p. m. in the Bumps Room of
the Memorial Union. Refreshments
will be served following the meeting.

MOVING INTO AN UNFURNISH
ED APARTMENT?

YOU

CAN

RENT

REDS — COI I HES — CHE
STS
DESKS — TABLES — CHAIRS
BOOKCASES — ROLLAWAY COT
S
RANGES
—
REFRIGERATORS
Plus Dozens of Other Items

—SEE SANDY—
! t)NrotY FURNITURE - RR Station - Old Toan
- 827-2484

Bruce Edge
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DAY'S
BE YOUR CAMERA
CENTER -MOVIE CAMERAS
POLAROIDS

I•

SCREENS
SMALL CAMERAS
FILM
PROJECTORS

viation, we
win another
spring proyou again
irnament.

Foley
rsity Park

The Young Man
in the Know
knows "Dacron
and "Orion".
Counts on slim-cut
slacks of 50% Dacron*
polyester,50% Orlon*
acrylic to fight wrinkles,
hold a crease through
lots of hard wear. In all
the best colors at fine
stores everywhere.
*Du Pont's registered
trademark.

Better Things tor Better Living
... through Chemistry

I 9
No. Main St.

Old Town

H.M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
76-78 North Main Street
OLD TOWN

2004
uinning niirolirr
fr
one letter%

()pen Iran, evening
'tit 9 p.m.
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Interfaith Bible study Lovejoy Quadrangle is open;
lead by Prof. Pomet Free speech now assured
Its JOHN TORRONE
Last week the Ecumenical Council declared that it would be fruitful if all faiths could study the Bible together. Before the decision
was made, the Office of Religious
Affairs already had taken the initiative.
Starting Monday night at 7 p. m.
in the Walker Room of the Memorial Union, the ORA will present an ecumenical Bible study.
The sessions will run for four
weeks with Georges Pomet of the
French department as lecturer. The
first discussion topic will be, "What
's the Bible."

DAVIS
DRUG
STORE

Pomet has long been interested
in the movement. While a student
at a French university in 1953, he
worked for the ecumenical movement, although at the time participating in any interfaith activities
at his school was forbidden. Because of his strong belief in the
ecumenical movement, Pomet soon
won support for his drive. A
cardinal appointed him one of the
first Catholics in France to attend a
Protestant service.
The ORA also will present an
ecumenical inquiry class starting
Tuesday night at 7 p.m. in the
1912 Room of the Union. Father
Archambault of the Newman Chapel will present the first lecture,

CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT—Two rooms and a
bath, furnished, heat, hot water,
gas, electricity, parking. Convenient location in Old Town.
Ideal for grad student or married couple. 827-2484 or 8274607.

in

OLD TOWN
for

Ambush

CHILD CARE—Will take care
of children in my own home
daily. Close to campus. Call at
687 South Main Street, Old
Town.

by

Dana

FOR SALE OR RENT—Five
room ranch house, baseboard
heat. garage. In Veazie. Contact Thomas Agency in Orono.

DAVIS DRUG

FOR SALE— Bedroom furniture, typewriter, radio, etc. Call
866-2047 evenings or weekends

ALSO HAS

The committee on Lovejoy Quadrangle opened the place just as the
weather turned bad.
The first decision handled who
would be allowed to speak. All
members of the University community, students, faculty, administration, and bookstore personnel
may use the area and invite guest
speakers.
Any guests must be announced
to the committee: Robert Cobb,
Brooks Hamilton, Marvin Glazier,
and Joel Rawson. The guests are
subject to the same rules as university members; first come-first to

By MARTHA HANLEY
The Continuing Education Division will begin publication of a
newspaper to be circulated to all
CED centers throughout the state.
The paper will be issued twice
yearly, with a circulation of approximately 8,000 students. Dec.
1 is the date for the first issue.
Ellen Toomey, editor of the
Maine Campus, has been named
student manager of the paper, and
Robert Vail, faculty advisor. According to Mr. Vail, Educational
Coordinator of CED, every studen

LET CRAIG HELP
YOU CLEAN UP FOR
HOMECOMING

LOST— Will the person who
mistakenly took a dark brown
overcoat with a black zip-in
lining, Friday night at the gym,
please return it to the campus
security office.

THE BETTER
COSMETICS

L

everybody's
doin' it • • •
Midge McFadden

My sincere apologies to the
brothers of Kappa Sigma for any
misinterpretations of my account
of your pledge sing. It seems that
I failed to convey my true reaction,
which was quite contrary to the
impression I gave last week.
Not too much going on campus
this weekend. All the action is
being saved for Homecoming. Friday night is dead. Saturday will
At the close of the meeting Cobb liven up a bit with Gannett Hall's
said, "Now that the Quadrangle is Tr -dorm dance from 8 until 12.
open, I'll be interested to see how Music will be provided by the University Sextet. The Phi Kaps are
it's used."
also having a party with music by
the Feraris.
Newly initiated TKE, Bill Devine, shocked his brothers recently when he said,"Now after sever.
al weeks of pledging, I finally
have time for my marriage." Rumors were quelled when he explained that the marriage referred
to was Sy 7.
enrolled in a CED course will rePINNED: JoAnn Beauchemin,
ceive a copy.
Patricia Stevens School in Boston,
CED students and professors are to Ken Riddle, Delta Tau Delta
urged to contribute articles con- (correction); Nancy I. Sawyer,
cerning anything of interest happen- Colby Jr., to Ed Wadsworth, Delta
ing at the various centers through- Tau Delta; Sharyn Hardy to Linout the state. In this way, all CED coln Nye, M.M.A.; Anne O'Donstudents will be kept informed of nell to Robert Paiement, Lamb4
news from centers other than their Chi Alpha; Cookie Shaw, Phi Mu,
own.
to Doug Williams, Phi Eta Kappa;
Mr. Vail said that "we anticipate Polly Derochers, Methuen, Mass.,
that the tentative CED course list- to Mal Call, Alpha Gamma Rho;
ings for the spring semester will be Kathy Brennan to George Campbell, Phi Kappa Sigma; Elizabeth
included in the first issue."
Hawkins to Allen Page.
ENGAGED: Paula Beaulier to
Don Paulson, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Loretta Tobin, College of Mt. St.
Vincent, to Charlie Murphy, Alpha
Gamma Rho; Elaine Withee, Richmond, to Bill Porter, Alpha Gamma Rho; Mary O'Conner to Ken
This weekend the Maine Outing Stratton, Alpha Gamma Rho; Anne
Club will sponsor its biggest week- Norris, Gorham State, to Bill Mcend of the fall, a trip to Mount Nally, Alpha Gamma Rho; Pat
Katandin. During this weekend the Brown to Steve Chaney; Brecta
group will check the 17 miles of Bryant to John Littlefield, Sigma
Appalachian Trail which it is sup- Nu; Dann Alexander to Rick
posed to maintain. Anyone inter- Lanpher. Sigma Nu.
ested to join the MOC may sign up
MARRIED: Linda Wilson, Kitat the meeting Tuesday night at tery, to Steve Clark, Alpha Gamma
7:30 in the Memorial Union.
Rho; Barbara Lawrence to Tony
Yuodsnukis, Alpha Gammo Rho;
WA A
Barbara Harris, Arundel, to Burt
The women are challenging the Taylor, Alpha Gamma Rho; Natamen on campus to a field hockey lie Jackson, Delta Delta Delta, to
game this Friday, Oct. 8 at 4 p.m.
Steve Chandler, Alpha Gamma
The more players the better—we
Rho; Elizabeth Taylor, Gorham, to
have two fields you know!
George Morse, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Mary Shoppe, to George Buker,
Alpha Gamma Rho; Jackie Trembly to Tom Ryan, Phi Kappa
Sigma.

Toomey manages
CED publication

DOROTHY GRAY
AND ALL

speak. The laws of libel and obscenity apply here too.
Any advertising will be allowed,
posters, newspaper ads and the
Senate's loud speaker. Public-address equipment and "bullhorns"
must be provided by the speakers.
The area stays open the same
hours women students can stay
out: 8:00 till 10:30 on weekdays
and so on.

CRAIG THE TAILOR
Orono

Does ,
this (
spot \ _
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•••

M.O.C. planning
Mt. Katadin trip
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NEITHER DOES OLD SPICE STICK DEODORANT
Dries as it applies ... in seconds. And stays dry! Gives

.4

you fast . . . comfortable . .. dependable deodorant
protection. Lasting protection you can trust. Try it.
Old Spice Stick Deodorant for Men. 1.00 plus tax.
P--I

L
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the way you like it
and Choice Steaks
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494/40
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CARTOON BOOK!

by Charles M. Schulz

Orono, Maim

4
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11,10
Just a few minutes
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THE MAINE CAMPUS

By JOAN SPEYER
Local color is the theme of the
first production of Maine Masque
Theatre's Old Jed Prouty.
Written in the late nineteenth
century by William Gill and Richard Golden of Bangor, the rural
comedy-drama of Old Jed Prouty
localizes at the Jed Prouty Tavern
in Bucksport, Maine.
The tale, one of ficticious characters living in Bucksport, was first
produced at the Jed Prouty Tavern
in 1889. Although the tavern had
been in existence almost 100 years
prior to this first presentation of
Old Jed Prouty, it did not receive
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PROVED ON TV!

its present name until after the three consecutive weeks,
and in
overwhelming success of the play. New York the show
ran for two
Inn keeper and protagonist in the years, which was a longer
run than
story is Old Jed Prouty.
other production to that date.
Old Jed Prouty was applauded
In preparation for the production
far beyond the townlines of Bucks- Prof. Herschel Bricker,
director of
port, setting precedents from coast the Maine Masque Theatre
and dito coast. After its run in Bucks- rector of Old Jed Prouty,
and Mr.
port, the show went on a country- Neal Fentor, scene designer
for the
wide tour from Portland, Me. to play, traveled to Buckspor
t to inPortland. Ore., and from New York vestigate the possibility
of borrowCity and Boston to Los Angeles and ing authentic props. Prof.
Bricker
San Francisco, for ten years.
reported that after a personal tour
In both Portland, Me. and New through the attic of the Jed Prouty
York City the play had record- Tavern with the manager,
he and
breaking stays. In Portland the per- Mr. Fentor arranged to transport
a
formances were repeated for forty(Continued on Page Twelve)

Last week finished pledging;
initiates start lives as brothers

As always, fall semester and Jim Sanders,
Marc Stannard, Jack
initiation have sent "new blood" Tarr, and Carl
Winslow.
surging through fraternity veins.
Phi Eta Kappa — Daniel AuRecent initiates of campus chapters
clair, William Beaulieu, Stephen
include:
Sigma Phi Epsilon—Dick Board- Crichton, Ronald Cullenberg, Peter
man. Ken Burton, Rod Cormier, Deschenes, Gary Howard, Dennis
Frank
Levandowski,
Gary Gibbons, Jim Hinkley, Ken Hufnagel,
McCrum, James
Leach. Al Keene, Chris Robbins, Daniel
McDonough
. Peter Norris, Walter OlJim Ross, John Spizuoco, Tom
son, Arthur Stewart, and Peter
Taylor, and Chip Whitely.
Sigma Chi—Mike Adams, Dana Thompson.
Allen, Vance Aloupis, Alton Bruce,
Delta Tau Delta—Charlie CarGil Gagne, Paul Gagnon, Jim ter,
Dick Kramer, Scott Bryant,
Goble, Greg Johnson, Joe Kantaus- Don
White, Keith Kelman, Bruce
kis, Jeff MacDonald, Ted Pierson, Plimpton
, Dick
Hartford, Bill

Sylvia, Dutch Wright, Ron Ruksynis, Dave Ridley, Stan Bagley,
Charlie McDonald, Wes Spaulding,
Joe Barth, Steve Guptill.
Tau Kappa Epsilon —Doug
Archer, Bill Devine, Al Hill, Rick
Maraghy, Bill Loftus, John Kazalski, Pete Drotter, and Lew Violette.
Theta Chi—Gil Dashner, Norm
Higgins, John Toffling, John Chapin, Fred Bowen, Al Longley, Art
Demmons, Milt Smith, Jeff Bubar,
Stuart Stein, Jesse Poland, Jim
Bouford. Bill Sawyer.
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Live, Die or Quit — You cannot lose!

Ronald E. Bishop

Founded in 1850, National Life is
the ninth oldest life insurance company
in the country

Arthur C. Collier

MUAB PRESENTS

Amazing as it seems, it's almost impossible to stain
carpeting with pile of 100% HERCULON* olefin fiber.
Spill any of 47 common household stains on it. Wipe
with detergent or cleaner. PRESTO! Completely
clean. Beautiful as new. Ready to show off again to
friends and neighbors. HERCULON is indeed today's
most practical, easiest cleaning, value-packed carpet
fiber.
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Gunpoint landing fails
-7,1d to deter flying profs

Masquers
(Continued from Page Eleven)
variety of articles from pictures to
lanterns dating from the vintage of
the first production back to the
University to stimulate the atmosphere of the play.
Rehearsals began two weeks ago
although several children's parts
still remain to be cast. This year.
for the first time in the history of
the Maine Masque Theatre, shows
will run five consecutive nights.
Season tickets are on sale in 310
Stevens Monday through Friday
until Oct. 22.

ORONOKA

Four instructors flew to Loring
Air Force Base Monday despite the
snow and high wind.
Flown in by the Maine Central
Flying service and the Continuing
Education Department, the instructors leave at 3:30 p.m. and return
around 10 p.m.
The 55 minute flight is followed
by dinner as guests in the Officers
Club and then three, 50 minute
classes.
The flight leaves twice a week,
Mon. and Wed., with three different
instructors each time. The one instructor who goes up twice a week,

RESTAURANT

SMORGASBORD 5:30-9:00
WEDNESDAY
PRIVATE PARTIES AND
BANQUETS
DANCE TO
NORM LAMBERT
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
"FINE FOOD YOU'LL
REMEMBER"
Tel. 866-2169

Orono,

LAST TD OF THE GAME—Here a Vermont onlooker watches with
amazement as Maine boosts the score to 35 in the last 35 seconds.
(Photo by Carlson.)

Eight campus art
galleries feature
sixty exhibitions
Sixty art exhibits will be presented by the University Art
Gallery throughout this year.
Many Maine artists are represented in the exhibits. Professor
Vincent Hartgen, head of the art
department, has stated that all the
exhibitions, except for the occasional student and amateur shows,
are original works by professional
artists and craftsmen.
The gallery program is a division
of the College of Arts and Sciences,
and is presented in the eight
campus "galleries".
These galleries include: The
Main Gallery, Print Room, Seminar
Room (all located on second floor
Carnegie Hall), The Louis Oakes
Room, the Photo Salon (third
floor of Library), and the lobbies
of the Union, Hauck Auditorium,
and Alumni Hall.
During the year, special exhibitions are arranged in the Bass
Room and Reserve Room of the
library, the West Commons lounge,
the Peabody Lounge in the Union.
the MCA building, and several
dormitory lounges.
The Carnegie Hall galleries are
open weekdays from 9 to 5 and Satuidays from 9 to noon. All other
galleries are open during respective
building hours.
WOW=
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"Confident Charlie"
HE'S WEARING "ORLON"-P-worsted wool
liaggar Slacks in a new hopsacking weave.
Nagger styling gives him the trim fit he wants in
fine dress slacks. Tailored in 70% "ORLON"
acrylic-30% worsted wool. "Orion" in the blend
keeps these slacks looking freshly pressed,
sharply creased ... keeps him confident of
always looking neat, well dressed. No wonder
the gals go for ''Confident Charlie".
10.95

world
news
in

WIN A FORD MUSTANG or one of SO other big
prizes. See your Haggar draler for details.

tol.

"What can I do for you, sir?"
asked the airman not lowering the
pistol.
"Could you tell me where the
classrooms are?"
The airman told
moving the pistol.

him, never

The other instructors are Richard
McKeil, business administration;
Francis P. Rice, home economics;
David C. Smith, history; Joseph
Rubin, psychology; Stephen Finner,
sociology; and Roger B. Hooper,
mathematics.

Rally Forth!
Ily

PAT OLCOTT

Homecoming is fast coming
upon us. The Alums will be
here with hockey sticks in hand
and ... no opponents! Where
do they find them? Sitting at
their desks ... daydreaming?
... in the Den ... eating?..
or wandering about . . . with
nothing to do?
We hose at our disposal two
hockey fields for roughly 2500
girls. That doesn't sound like
much does it? But when you
consider that only 20 girls of
those 2500 are taking advantage of them, only one of
those fields is being used.
Granted, many have classes
from 4-5 in the afternoon...
but not everyday. Women, as
%ell as men, need exercise in
some form or other. Exercise
is an outlet for many mental
and emotional frustrations. Exercise before dinner builds an
appetite for both the food and
the academic endeavors of the
evening.
Not only does field hockey
pro%ide an excellent release of
social, emotional, mental, and
physiological maladjustments,
but, the team needs YOU! Last
year we squeezed the Alums
out 1-0. This year we'd like to
do better than that. ... we
need support. Rally forth,
Ladies! We base two weeks to
build a winning team!

Bangor
•••

The Chr,s,on Sc,ence Monitor
One Norway St., Boston, Mass. 02115

MOrlitOr for the period checked below. I enclose $_- (U.S. Funds)

0 6 months $12

El 3 months $6
Norre

Coming Oct. 13,14
MARGOT FONTEYN
and
RUDOLPH NUREYEV
Together for the First Time
on the Motion Picture Screen
in
AN EVENING WITH
THE ROY AL BALLET
Technicolor
Matinee
2:00 $1.50

Street
City
State

Robert Fitzpatrick, has several colorful tales to tell.
The first time the instructor landed at the base, the security force
surrounded them. It is not unusual
for the Air Force to land people
in civilian aircraft and clothes to
surprise Loring's security force. Fitzpatrick had quite a time proving he
was really a French Instructor and
not a fake saboteur.
After that Fitzpatrick opened
the wrong door and found himself
staring down the muzzle of a pis-
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Huard, Tardiff defense drops UVM

By SHELDON WHITE
goal in the third period, but, for
Senior quarterback Dick DeVar- the second
time in the game, John
ney fired three touchdown passes Huard
hauled down a Catamount
Saturday to pace Maine to a crush- pass. Huard
evaded a trio of golding 35-6 victory over previously un- shined
pursuers until one of them
defeated Vermont.
finally nabbed him at the Vermont
DeVarney, who has completed 4 after a
sideline run of 86 yards.
43 passes in U-M's three straight At this
point Huard's teammates
wins, tossed scoring passes of 33, decided
to let him carry the pig21, and 11 yards. He also passed a skin over
for the touchdown. On
two point conversion after U-M's the third
try, Huard fumbled in the
final TD.
end zone and Gerry Perkins smothVermont scored first when quar- ered the ball
for the touchdown.
terback Scott Fitz threw a six-yard
Highlights of the game includtouchdown pass to end John ed DeVarne
y's exceptional ball
Schweberger. The extra point was handling,
Norm Tardiff's and

lege quarterbacks and the Pale
Blue was seventh as a team
among the national small college
ratings.
The Black Bears may move up

away from the YC title, with two
of the toughest games behind them.
This week U-M will play the UNH
Wildcats at Durham, New Hampshire. The Wildcats are 0-3, but are

fast improving. U-M is still at an
advantage, but they should not
travel to UNH too over-confident
because the Wildcats will be lookNg for a big upset
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HALFBACK PAUL KEANY awaits a pass from quarterb
ack Dick DeVarney deep in Vermont territory. Keany, along with
linebacker John
Huard had phenomenal runs against the Catamounts.
Here Keany is
well defended by a Catamount and the pass went
incomplete. Later in
the game DeVarney did connect to Keany for one
of U-M's airbound
TD's.
no good, and Vermont was ahead
6-0.
Seven minutes later. DeVarney
connected with halfback Norm
Tardiff in the end zone to tie the
score 6-6. Fred Lovejoy kicked the
extra point to put Maine ahead for
the rest of the game.
The second period remained
scoreless, but U-M ran roughshod
over the Catamounts in the final
half with 28 points.
Halfback Paul Keany scored on
a three yard run late in the third
period and teamed up with DeVarney three plays later in a spectacular pass play for the Black
Bear's third touchdown.
The Pale Blue kicked off to
Vermont, and on third down, John
Huard a great defensive back for
Maine hauled down a Catamount
pass which set up the Black Bear's
fourth touchdown. Three plays
brought U-M to the Catamount 21,
where DeVarney fired to Keany
just inside the end zone.
Vermont threatened the U-M

MAINE
MASQUE
THEATRE
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U

1, 14
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EYEV
lest Time
ire Screen
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Huard's interceptions, and Huard's
86 yard run back. Other key men
included Pasquill, Smith, Lanza,
Harney, Keany, Riley, Doyle, and
Harnum.
Seven thousand fans including
Governors John Reed of Maine
and Philip Hoff of Vermont
watched the game at Alumni field.
Maine won the first Bear-Cat
trophy, originating a two state
rivalry. The trophy is a milk can
painted with pictures of a Black
Bear and a Catamount.
Prior to Saturday's action against
the Catamounts, U-M was ranked
second in New England. Boston
College is first.
DeVarney was ranked eighth
in the nation among small col

"OLD JED
PROUTY"

YOUR BANGOR
HEADQUARTERS
FOR ARROW.

Oct. 19-23
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Coupons now
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CAMPUS STYLES.

at the

nee

4
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HAUC1K AUDITORIUM

FREESE'S

BOX OFFICE

downtown Bangor

10 a. m. - 3 p. m. weekdays

RON LANZA STARTS ON A 20 YARD
ROMP
Westerrnan. L'-M's offensive blocking was superb
against Vermont in U-M's 35-6 rout of
the Cataas is shown here with #33, Frank Harney
mounts. Lanza was praised for his offensiv
leading
e and
the way for Fullback Lanza.
defensive efforts of the afternoon by Coach
Hal
on BC and in the small college ratings, but DeVarney could drop as
one of the nation's best small colBANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
lege quarterbacks as he completed
13-31 passes as compared to a
Complete Office, School, and Drafting
Supplies
67% completion average in the
first two games.
14 State Street
Bangor
U-M is now just three games

This is one of
Arrow's 449 different
button-down sport shirts.
Be choosy.
Of course, you might very
well want this one. An
Arrow Cum Laude Americanmade madras of 100%
cotton.(Colors bleed after
first washing.) Has a full
button-down collar and a
back collar button. Shoulder
to waist taper and neat box
pleat. Handy hanger loop,
too. "Sanforized",of course.
$5.95. Plenty more where
this cime from. Plenty.
Eolt!7-.ew
. Breed by
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Frosh Coach Carville
boasts rugged linemen
What may be one of the best
freshman football teams in recent
U-M grid history is working out
daily in preparation for a five game
schedule which opens on Oct. 9.
The Bear Cubs will open their
regular season against Bridgton
Academy on the 9th in a home
game at 2:00 P. M. The remaining five games include two encounters with the Colby Frosh,
Bowdoin Frosh, and Boston University Frosh.

JOHN HEARD, MAINE'S ACE LINEBACKER
racks up a UVM back. Iluard was recently placed
on the All East defensive squad for his efforts in

the B.U. game and last week's game against the
Catamounts. Huard is only a junior and may be a
good pro prospect in the future.

DeVarney makes U-M history
Huard sets defensive records
A breakdown of U-M game
films over the past six seasons
shows that junior linebacker John
Huard has established two new defensive records in U-M's 18-7 win
over B.U.
The six-foot, 198-pound linebacker was responsible for 16 unassisted tackles against the Terriers and was the second tackler on
seven other plays for a U-M record of 23 in one game.
Last year against Vermont,
Huard had 12 assisted tackles for
the six-year high for a U-M player
in that category. Huard is also tied
for most recoveries in one game
by a U-M player. He recovered

two fumbles against Massachusetts
last year.
U-M's historical quarterback
Dick DeVarney has also established a new passing record. The
"Goldflinger" has passed for
2,321 yards.
This is more than any other
quarterback in State of Maine history. It also looks as if he will
surpass his total passing yardage
for last year. In the first three
games this year he has completed
43-76 (57%) and a total of 526
yards, in just three games.
Maine also tied a record for most
interceptions in one game against
Vermont, four. Again it was John

Cross Country debut spoiled;
Northeastern crushes Bears
Paul Petrie was the first U-M
runner to cross the finish line,
placing sixth against a tri-meet
against Northeastern and Massachusetts.

Mass blanks
soccer team
The U-M soccer team failed to
pick up its first win in two outings
as the University of Massachusetts
upset them by a score 5-0 at Orono
last Saturda),.
U-Mass scored a goal in each of
the four periods and U-M could
not score, despite a sparkling performance by goalie Fred Hall of
Maine. The Black Bear goalie did
allow five goals but in the process
saved 35 U-Mass attempts.
The soccer team will travel to
UNH along with the football team
and track team this Saturday to
face the Wildcats in Yankee Conference action.

Northeastern ran away with the
honors 15 to U-M's 58 and UMass's 59. U-M is currently in a
building year and was not expected
to fare as well as they did against
U-Mass. Only three of the U-M
runners, Capt. Lynn Ellis, Ray
Severy. and Dick Clark, are
seniors.
Juniors in the group include Paul
Petrie, Jon Kirkland, George Clark,
Bill Crediford, and Bill Patterson,
while the sophomore runners include Dale Small and Darrell
Cowing.
This Saturday the Black Bear
harriers will be at UNH to face
the Wildcats. Coach Ed Styrna expects to see good performances
from Petrie, Kirkland, Ellis, Clark
and Small, in that order.

Expert Barbering
8-5:30 Tues.-Thurs.
8-6 Fri. and Sat.
Closed Mondays

FOUR BARBERS DAILY
35 No. Main St., Old Town

•

"This is the strongest group of
linemen I've seen in my six years
at the university," he reported.
"They've got good size and excellent speed."
Among the standouts are ends
Stan Grover and Allan Turmelle,
tackle Steve Cravelle, centers Don
Loranger and Marc McNeilly and
guards John Belisle, Bob Bloomquist, Dennis Kiah, Tim Marcoulier, Mike Caliguiri, and Jim West.

THE CHALET
Bill Gaveu

UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gave..

TYDOL

CHEVRON

NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE

AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE

SNOWTIRES

ANTIFREEZE

866-2538

866-2311
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leather

that blends so well with the
new fall fabrics. Fully leather
lined with double leather soles
and full storm welt. Priced
at $20.95.
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Huard who picked off two Vermont
passes and scrappy Norm Tardiff
who grabbed another pair of catamount bombs.
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•
• 50 Modern Deluxe Units
• tdjacent to University
of Maine Campus
• TV
• Wall to Wall Carpeting
•Fully Air Conditioned
Restaurant

RESERVATIONS
Call 207-8664921 Orono

men of good taste. A slightly
higher initial investment assures extra-long-wearing qualities and a deep glow finish
that shines with the flick of a
cloth. Priced at $23.95.
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